
EMOTIONAL

MAPPING

FLASH

ETHNOGRAPHY

Thiskindofcriticalcounter-mapping
invitesparticipantstogettoknoweach
otherandhearaboutothers’storiesand
concernsabouttheirexperienceofpublic
space.
Wordsandnarrativesintheformsofideas,
rules,beliefsandrationalizedknowledge
helpusnavigatethespaceswewalk
through.

Emotionsdothesame.Theyareaformof
interactionwiththeenvironmentaround
usthatstaysclosetoourembodied
experienceoflifeanditsmoreunfiltered,
ambiguousandcontradictoryside.They
reflectsocialpositionsandpower
relations.

Mappingspacethroughemotionsisaway
toregainownershipasacollectiveofthe
co-inhabitedplacebymakingvisible
diversestoriesandbyopeningitto
multipleimaginations.

‘Flashmob ethnography’ is a method
developed by social scientist and design
researcher Laura Forlano.
Distributing among participants the basic
roles of ethnographic research, small
groups are invited to walk the streets of
their city - and other places - in a newway.
People can learn from each other about
new perspectives on the everyday routes
and develop a critical eye for issues such
as accessibility, safeness and data
exchanges as well as the diverse
embodied and affective experience of the
same places.

This method encourages us to pay
attention to the different kinds of
environment (built&natural) that we live
in. By unseeing the ‘neutral’ and the
‘normal’, we can learn how space is
constructed and work - a first step to
imagining other kinds of possible spaces.

1. Fix the printed map (1 or more pages) on a table, place
markers, dots and the questions bowl in the middle
and gather participants around it.

2. One participant starts by picking up and reading out
loud one question from the bowl.

3. The question is answered by all participants (reader
included) at the same time: with the color
corresponding to the question, they mark locations on
the map with dot stickers andmarkers. The more
information they add the better - drawing, writing and
doodling are all allowed!

4. The answering time is a moment of exchange: take the
time to share and explain the answers you’re giving, to
add or modify what you have marked and to listen.

5. When the group feels like the question has been
answered, another participant picks a new question.
Proceed until the questions are all answered or until
you have used all the time planned.

1. Print a map of the area you are interested in (i.e. city or
neighborhood). You can choose between different
styles of map. Print on a big format (A3) to increase
readability and, if necessary, on more pages. If
possible, print in color to allow different areas and
elements on the map to be visible.
▶ OpenStreetMap provides map data free to use under
an open license (openstreetmap.org)

2. Write on a paper a list of questions (try having at least
10) to learn how people differently experience the
space you are exploring - don’t forget emotions!

Where do you feel relaxed?
Where do you feel unsafe?
Where do you feel bored?
Where do you like to go alone?
Where do you spend a lot of time?
What place would you like to explore?
Where do you feel creative?
Where are there more rules?
Where do you go to meet people?
Where do you feel excited?

Cut out the questions, fold them and put them in a
bowl.

3. Gather markers and dot stickers of as many colors as
the number of your questions (10). Assign a color to
each question so that you have question>dot>marker
color combinations.
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_PHASE 1

1. Define the topic of the group ‘research’:
How is a city experienced by its inhabitants? How are buildings,
parks, streets, etc. differently lived and walked through every day?

2. Create two (or more) groups with at least 3 members
each. In each group, participants distribute among
themselves the following roles according to their
wishes and capacities and according to their n°:

NAVIGATOR/SKETCHER
Leads the group and sketches on a notepad the path
taken, highlighting the stops.

NOTE TAKER
Takes notes on a notepad about what happens during the
walk and what is talked about.
If the walk is connected to emotional mapping, the note
taker asks the group about their emotions. Using a
colored-coded series of dot stickers, she can link emotions
and notes.

happy disoriented curious

anxious peaceful uncomfortable

PHOTOGRAPHER
Documents visually the walk and the places visited; any
camera with a display works :)

COLLECTOR
Gather objects and artifacts in a bag. If necessary, engages
with passersby along the walk.

_PHASE 2

1. The two (or more) groups are ready to go! Set a time to
meet again at the home base. A duration of a min. of
40’ is suggested for participants to have the time to
make a proper tour of the surroundings with at least 3
stops, chat and discuss with no rush.
▶If possible, provide snacks and water for the walk.

2. While groups are away, set a circle of seats for the next
phase.

_PHASE 3

1. When all participants are back at the home base, they
can have a break of 15’ to 20’. Meanwhile, gather notes,
objects and photos. Notes and artifacts can be pinned
on a board, laid on a table or on the ground in the
middle of the circle.
▶Looking at the photos directly from the cameras or handy
screens is an option. A better way is to prepare a bigger
screen (computer/tablet) or even a projector for a collective
view. In this case, be ready to collect the photos via USB
sticks or cables (have different kinds available - mini, micro,
Apple), email, Bluetooth. You can also print them.

2. Time for sharing: each group names one speak-person
who will recap and present the route taken and the
themes and issues emerged. Other members show
photos and collected artifacts. Allocate 10’ for each
presentation.

3. As a final moment, leave space for thoughts and
questions about the content theme and the experience
itself.



lessons learned_
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▶ Possible difficulty in sharing emotions in transcultural
groups.

Themethod invites participants to talk about personal feelings.
Introduce the activity by making this explicit and by informing
people that:
-all contributions are valid
-everyone is responsible for how they take space for themselves and
hold space for others
-if they feel uncomfortable with something said or with someone,
they can talk to an appointed referent.

▶ Who shares stories and who listens? Who learns from
whom?

Take into account the privileges of participants and possible
dynamics of ‘making visible’ and ‘exposing’ people: who benefits
from that?

FLASH ETHNOGRAPHY
▶ Possible difficulty in taking up roles.
Be ready to facilitate the decision and even to assign roles.

▶ Language accessibility:
Be ready to translate or facilitate translation among participants.

▶ Concepts accessibility:
What is space? When space is public and when private? What are
emotions? What are feelings?
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The park and the
canal are where

participants spend
a lot of their free
time. They like to
walk there alone
and also meet

people. Here they
feel relaxed.

This area - referred to in the past as Soziale Stadt - is the home
place of one participant, others don’t hang out much there.
Some associate feelings of unsafeness and boredomwith some
of its streets. Onemarks in orange the green area where he often
walks alone to relax, others in black: they would like to explore
this part of their city.

Happy, curious, peaceful: at the Burg Uda,
where the container is located,

participants feel good and this is valid also
for the close-by Ünterkunft and the whole

green fields surrounding Oedt.

The football field is a stop in the walk of
both groups. The house facing the pitch
was the first place where two participants
lived on their first night and days in
Grefrath.

#layersofhistory
#stumblingstones

#Huguenots
#Mondaywalks

#countryside
#nature

#constructionsitemanagement
#crossingroutes

#walksafely
#(not)livelystreets

#accessibilecommunication?

Feeling safe on the streets was not
the same issue for the
participants. During the day or at
night, as a woman, in a small
town or in Germany in general:
these are all lines of difference
influencing their affective and
embodied life in public spaces.

The triangle marked in blue is where one participant
spends a lot of her time between work and

volunteering. She has also lived in the southern
neighborhood of Neuwerk. Close by, another

participant has often walked to attendmeetings in
the rooms of the Volkshochschule, the

Ausländerbehörde, the Amtsgericht and the Polizei.
A blue dot stays for ‘uncomfortable’.
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CONTACTS AND FURTHER INFORMATION
The three workshops were conducted as part of the
research accompanying the project ‘Kitchen on the Run
2022’.

RESEARCHER
Chiara Garbellotto
chiara.garbellotto@gmail.com

Über den Tellerrand e. V.
Roßbacherstraße 6
10829 Berlin
www.ueberdentellerrand.org
team@ueberdentellerrand.org

Kitchen on the Run
www.kitchenontherun.org
hello@kitchenontherun.org
Instagram: kitchenontherun
Facebook: Kitchenontherun
Youtube: Kitchenontherun

DONATION ACCOUNT
GLS Community Bank
IBAN: DE83 4306 0967 6046 0877 00
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